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Measurements of anomalous particle and energy fluxes in a magnetized plasma
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Electrostatic probe measurements of low frequency plasma fluctuations and anomalous particle and energy
flux densities in a magnetized plasma are presented. A method allowing the simultaneous recording of instan-
taneous electric field, electron density, and temperature is invoked. The method is applied to flux density
measurements in a weakly ionized, low beta plasma created in a toroidal device without magnetic rotational
transform. It is also used to identify modes belonging to different dispersion branches and to obtain the
dispersion relations for these modes. For the plasma states studied, the phase velocities and the cross phase
between the electron density and electric field agree with those predicted from a local, linear stability analysis
for electrostatic flute modes and drift waves. The instability threshold, however, is one order of magnitude
higher than predicted by theory for unsheared flow. The fluxes measured are consistent with the estimated
ionization rate.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Anomalous transport perpendicular to the magnetic fi
associated with electrostatic plasma turbulence has attra
considerable attention for the last few decades, particul
in connection with edge transport in fusion plasmas. In p
allel to the mainstream fusion program, a number of lin
and toroidal magnetized plasma devices without magn
confinement have been constructed with the purpose
studying low frequency electrostatic turbulence and cro
field transport. The main idea is that the lower electron d
sity and temperature in these devices, and the steady-
operating conditions facilitate the application of clusters
tiny plasma probes as diagnostics. A challenging diagno
problem in this context is to perform accurate local measu
ments of instantaneous particle and energy density flux.
basic problem is the following: Suppose thez axis of a Car-
tesian coordinate system is directed along the ambient m
netic field and we want to measure the anomalous flux in
the x direction. Then simultaneous measurements of ins
taneous values of electron densityn, electric fieldEy , and
electron temperatureTe are necessary to obtain the anom
lous cross-field flux densities@1#. Separating fluctuating
quantities such asn5n̄1ñ into a time-averaged (n̄) and a
fluctuating (ñ) part, the time-averaged particle flux dens
can be written aŝGx&5^ñẼy&/B5( f .0Gx( f ), where

Gx~ f !5
2

B
A^un~ f !u2&^uEy~ f !u2&gnE~ f !cosanE~ f !. ~1!

Here f is frequency, B is magnetic field, gnE( f )
5u^n( f )Ey( f )* &u/A^un( f )u2&^uEy( f )u2& is the cross coher
ence, andanE( f )[arĝ n( f )Ey( f )* & is the cross phase be
tweenn andEy .

The averagê•& of the spectral quantities should be co
sidered as an ensemble average over a large number of
records. The energy flux density can be written as^Qx&
5 3

2 ^Ẽyp̃&/B5 3
2 TeGx1 3

2 n^ẼyT̃e&/B5( f .0Qx( f ), where
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Qx~ f !5
3

2
TeGx~ f !1

3

B
u^Te~ f !Ey* ~ f !&ucosaTE~ f !. ~2!

If the dominant modes have cross phasesa( f ) close top/2
or 3p/2 @i.e., ucosa(f)u!1#, the respective fluxes becom
very sensitive to errors in the measurements ofa( f ). Such
errors will arise, for instance, if one does not succeed
eliminating the influence ofT̃e on the measurements ofṼpl

and ñ. In this paper we propose a method to deal with t
problem in the context of Langmuir probe measuremen
Probe measurements of the fluxes in magnetic confinem
devices have been reported in a number of papers@2–5#, and
some attempts have also been made to correct for the
perature fluctuations@6,7#. However, the problems of apply
ing Langmuir probes under those plasma conditions are v
different from the cold, low density, and often partially ion
ized plasmas one deals with in nonconfinement devic
Measurements ofEy by recording the floating potential o
two probe tips separated poloidally were carried out in aQ
machine by Nielsenet al. @8#. The density fluctuations were
derived from the ion saturation current, and hence the p
ticle flux spectrum could be estimated. The very lowT̃e in Q
machines could serve as a justification for this method, bu
certainly can yield errors in some other devices where te
perature fluctuations are important. It should also be emp
sized that the application of a valid probe theory become
particularly important issue for measurements in a mag
tized plasma, since theories for unmagnetized plasma m
give rise to significant errors in the interpretation of pro
data.

II. INSTANTANEOUS MEASUREMENT OF FLUID
OBSERVABLES

The proposed probe system for measurements of ano
lous particle and energy fluxes consists of two conventio
cylindrical probes and two cylindrical probes equipped w
insulating end plugs. The cluster is simple in operation a
does not require voltage sweeps. It allows us to separate
©2002 The American Physical Society03-1
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measure simultaneously the fluctuating quantitiesñ, Ṽpl , Ẽ,
and T̃e .

A. Measurements ofṼpl and Ẽ

The plug probe@9# is a modified cylindrical Langmuir
probe oriented parallel to the magnetic field, which floats a
potentialVf close to the plasma potentialVpl . This shift of
Vf towardsVpl is due to a strong reduction of the electron
ion saturation current ratioI e

sat/I i
sat caused by the insulating

end plugs. The simple geometry of the plug probe sugg
that the probe characteristic can be obtained by means
modified theory for a conventional cylindrical probe in
magnetized plasma@10#. The modification is simply a reduc
tion of the electron current by a numerical factor determin
experimentally. This model has been shown to give a g
agreement between the experimental and theoretical cu
with the floating potential very close to the plasma potent
It allows us to demonstrate that the fluctuations inVf due to
Te fluctuations are reduced by almost an order of magnit
compared to the conventional probe. The same can be fo
from the experimental ratio of amplitude spectra of the flo
ing potential measured by a conventional probe and a p
probe. A comparison between measurements of tim
averaged plasma potential by plug probes and emis
probes demonstrates agreement between the two met
within an accuracy ofTe /e. Analysis of the first derivative of
a conventional probe characteristic in magnetized plas
@11# yieldsVpl , which also agrees withVf of the plug probe
within an accuracy ofTe /e. A better agreement cannot b
expected since both emissive probes and first deriva
methods have uncertainties of orderTe /e due to the space
charge effect@12# and plasma potential fluctuations@11#, re-
spectively. Plug probe measurements of plasma pote
have been performed with a wide range of probe leng
probe radii, and plug sizes. When these are within cer
limits they all give consistent results, indicating that the
fluence of the the electron temperature is effectively elim
nated by the plugs and the parallel probe orientation.

The evidence presented above shows that the plug p
correctly applied under the plasma conditions studied in
paper provides an accurate instantaneous measurement
plasma potential, and, in particular, it reduces drastically
influence of electron temperature fluctuations on the m
surement. Thus, by subtracting the signals from two spati
separated plug probes, one obtains a direct measureme
the instantaneous perpendicular electric field componen
the direction of the separation vector between the prob
The traditional way of making thisE-field measurement
originally introduced by Powers@13#, is to measure the
plasma potential fluctuations in one location and use the
lation E( f )52 ik( f )Vpl( f ). This requires that the plasm
potential can be represented as a superposition of modes
one well defined dispersion branch, and that we have
independent measurement of the dispersion relationk( f ) for
this branch. In Sec. IV B it is demonstrated that in some
our measurements there are two dispersion branches
plasma potential fluctuations are dominated by one m
branch while the electron temperature fluctuation by
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other. However, the floating potential of a convention
probe, which is often used for the measurement ofk( f ), is
given as a linear combination of plasma potential and e
tron temperature, and an attempt to determinek( f ) for the
former mode branch from this signal will give incorrect r
sults. The direct measurement of the electric field sugge
above is not based on any assumption about the wave na
of the fluctuations and is, therefore, the prefereable appro

B. Measurements ofñ

The fluctuations of the density can be found from t
electron or ion saturation current. For magnetized plasm
and the hydrodynamic regime of probe operation, the sat
tion currents are functions of not onlyñ but alsoT̃e @10#. The
influence of the latter can be eliminated if simultaneous m
surements ofT̃e are provided.

C. Measurements ofT̃e

For such measurements we suggest to utilize the floa
potential of a conventional probe@9# in conjunction with the
plasma potential measured by a plug probe. The floating
tential Vf is the probe potential at which the ion current
equal to the electron current, and is given byVf5Vpl
2mTe /e1V0, whereTe is in energy units ande is the pro-
ton charge. Conventionally,m is calculated from theory for
collisionless, unmagnetized plasma. In magnetized plas
however, the current ratio, and thereforem andV0, strongly
depend on the magnetic field strength and the probe size
orientation. The validity of this formula can be verified an
m and V0 can be determined experimentally for particul
plasma conditions~see Sec. III!. Thus, the fluctuating part o
Te is given as

T̃e5e
Ṽpl2Ṽf

m
. ~3!

Thus, the proposed combination of two plug probes and
conventional probes provides an instantaneous measure
of all quantities needed to obtain the instantaneous par
and energy flux density in a given direction. A detailed d
scription of the probe cluster employed in this paper is giv
in the following section.

III. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

The method is tested and verified in the simple mag
tized torus ‘‘Blaamann’’@14#. The plasma is produced b
electron emission from a hot negatively biased cathode
ment suspended vertically near the center of the plasma
umn. This creates a negative potential well in the poloi
cross section of the plasma column with weakly elliptic eq
potential curves elongated in the vertical direction. The p
tential well leads to a poloidal plasma rotation with a shea
E3B flow along the equipotential surfaces. The depth a
shape of the potential well is determined by the perpend
lar ion mobility due to ion-neutral collisions~or the Pedersen
3-2
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MEASUREMENTS OF ANOMALOUS PARTICLE AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 066403
conductivity!. The current driven by the radial electric fie
Ēr52]V̄pl /]r is

I dis'24p2R0sPr
]V̄pl

]r
, ~4!

wheresP5nmin in /B2 is known as the Pedersen conduct
ity, mi is the ion mass,n in is the ion-neutral collision fre-
quency,R050.65 m is the major radius of the torus, andr is
the local minor radius coordinate. The discharge currentI dis
flowing in the external circuit corresponds to the charge
unit time in the form of primary electrons injected into th
flux tube intersecting the hot cathode. This charge is co
pensated by an inward radial current given by Eq.~4!. If
I dis , n in , and n̄(r ) are known, the potential profileV̄pl(r )
can be found from Eq.~4!.

The experiments are conducted with the following d
charge parameters: Helium neutral gas pressurep50.3 Pa,
magnetic fieldB50.15 T, discharge currentI dis51 A, dis-
charge voltageVdis5140 V. For these conditions the typica
plasma density isn;3•1017 m3, electron temperature i
Te'1.5 eV and the ion temperatureTi'0.2 eV.

The probe system for flux measurements shown in Fig
consists of two plug probes~1! and~2! parallel to each othe
and to the magnetic field and separated by 6 mm in
poloidal direction. The rods are molybdenum wires with
dius R50.125 mm and lengthL510 mm. The plugs are
made by several applications of a ceramic glue to the end
the rods. A conventional molybdenum cylindrical probe~3!
with R50.125 mm andL510 mm is parallel to the probe
~1! and ~2! and to the magnetic field. Another cylindrica
molybdenum probe~4! with R50.125 mm andL55 mm
is perpendicular to the probes~1!–~3! and to the magnetic
field.

FIG. 1. A sketch of the probe cluster for flux measurements.~1!,
~2! are plug probes parallel to the magnetic field,~3! and ~4! are
conventional probes parallel and perpendicular to the magn
field, respectively. Not to scale.
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T̃e is determined from Eq.~3!, whereVf is the floating
potential measured by the perpendicular probe~4! andVpl is
the floating potential from the plug probe~1!, which has the
same poloidal position as probe~4!. The radial extension of
the perpendicular probe~4! could be a source of error if ther
were waves propagating radially. However, independent
multaneous measurements at different radial positions s
that there is no detectable phase difference between the
nals at two radial positions separated by 5 mm. One sho
be aware, though, that if the perpendicular probe is not
rected perpendicular to the direction of the wave propa
tion, one could run into problems with this particular desi
of the probe cluster.

The value ofm is obtained experimentally by measur
ments ofV̄f2V̄pl as a function ofT̄e in various points of
plasma the with different electron temperatures. The coe
cientsm54.660.2 andV05(2.660.2) V are obtained from
fitting a linear function to the data as presented in Fig. 2

Note that inaccuracies inm affect only the amplitude of
T̃e but not its spectral characteristics and phase. Howe
inaccuracies inm and the magnitude ofT̃e may influence
significantly the density measurements and its phase,
thus the resulting flux. For measurements ofñ the electron
saturation current is convenient to use, since under the ac
experimental conditions, the Bohm formula@10# for the elec-
tron saturation current to the parallel probe~3! takes the
simple formn52I e

satB/8RTe , as shown in Ref.@15#.

For the flux measurements, 106 data points ofṼf from
each of the plug probes~1! and ~2! and the perpendicula
probe ~4! and electron saturation current from the paral
probe~3! are sampled simultaneously at 100 kHz. The av
aged electron temperatureT̄e is measured from the first de
rivative of the probe current with respect to the potential
fitting the curve obtained from a probe kinetic model@11# to
the experimental curve for the derivative.

Another probe cluster is applied for measurements of d
persion relations for the unstable modes~see Sec. IV B!. It
consists of two identical probe pairs, each consisting o
parallel plug probe and a perpendicular probe in the sa
poloidal location. The probe pairs are separated poloidally
6 mm. Each probe pair provides temperature fluctuation

tic

FIG. 2. Experimental determination ofm and V0. The coeffi-
cientsm54.660.2 andV05(2.660.2) V are obtained from fitting
a linear function~full line! to the data~dots!.
3-3
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S. V. RATYNSKAIA, V. I. DEMIDOV, AND K. RYPDAL PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 066403
the poloidal location of the pair and the two pairs allow us
measure the cross phase between theT̃e signals from their
respective poloidal locations. The floating potential of t
two plug probes provide cross phases for theṼpl signals at
the same two poloidal locations.

The alignment of the parallel probes~1!–~3! in Fig. 1
along the magnetic field is essential for correct operati
Optimal alignment is obtained by taking the characteris
of the probes and rotating them until minimalI e

sat is
achieved. For flux measurements is it useful to rotate
cluster by 180° and check that cross phases between c
sponding quantities have changed byp and the flux has
changed sign. The robustness of the method has been t
by application of clusters with different probe sizes and d
tances between the probes, and has been shown to yield
sistent results.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION

Fluctuations and radial anomalous transport in a partic
discharge of the simple torus have been investigated by
cording fluctuation data at a few points in the equato
plane along the major radius. Positiver along the horizontal
axes refers to the positions outside the center of the c
section, and negative values to those inside of the center
the outer slope the pressure gradient is directed opposi
the magnetic field radius of curvature, which favors the el
trostatic interchange instability for flute modes (ki5k•B/B
50). This instability is driven by the electron pressure g
dient, and has positive growth rate only if the ratio betwe
the radius of curvature of the magnetic field linesR and the
pressure scale lengthL exceeds a critical value@16,17#. Fig-
ure 3 shows experimental pressure profiles that on the
side slope are exponentialpe}exp(2r/L), and whereL re-
mains almost independent of the strength of the plas
source~and hence the radial plasma flux!. The pressure gra
dient is almost ten times steeper than that correspondin
the linear instability threshold in a plasma without she
flow, which is discussed in Sec. IV A@Eq. ~5!#, but agrees

FIG. 3. Measured electron pressure profiles for different val
of the discharge voltage,Vdis5100, 200, 300, 400 V. Ionization
source is roughly proportional toVdis .
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well with the gradient scale length observed in the glo
simulations of the simple torus plasma. The robustness of
outside profile and its scale length is an indication that
profile remains close to a linear stability threshold and he
that the most unstable mode is marginally stable.

Figure 4 shows the corresponding potential profiles, de
onstrating that the radial electric field is approximately
versely proportional to the plasma density, as it should
since the Pedersen conductivity is proportional to this d
sity.

A. Local stability analysis

A local stability analysis of flute modes and drift waves
a slab with a magnetic field of radius of curvatureR0 and
exponential density profilen;exp(2r/L) has been per-
formed by Garcia@17#. The analysis was made for isotherm
electrons, but can easily be generalized to include elec
temperature fluctuations. For a plasma without flow, flu
modes (ki50) are unstable only on the outside dens
slope, where the density gradient points in the opposite
rection of the radius of curvature of the magnetic field. T
instability condition for a mode with vertical wave numb
ky andkR50 is e[R0/2L.11rs

2ky
2/4, whereL is the den-

sity gradient scale length andrs5cs /vci is the Larmor ra-
dius of an ion with electron temperature. Smallerky are more
unstable than larger, but since the smallest possible w
number in a slab with vertical extentLy is ky52p/Ly , the
instability condition becomesL,Lthr , where

Lthr5
R0

2~11p2rs
2/Ly

2!
'

R0

2
. ~5!

At the thresholdL5Lthr the smallest possible wave numb
ky52p/Ly is marginally stable and all higher wave numbe
are linearly stable. Stable and marginally stable flute mo
have a cross phase between electron density and plasm
tential equal toanV(k)'p. The threshold for the flute inter

s FIG. 4. Measured plasma potential profiles for different valu
of the discharge voltage,Vdis5100, 200, 300, 400 V.
3-4
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MEASUREMENTS OF ANOMALOUS PARTICLE AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 066403
change instability is due to the stabilizing effect of the co
pression termn“•vE52(2n/RB)]yVpl in the continuity
equation. This term, and the corresponding threshold, is
to magnetic field curvature and does not occur in the gra
tational interchange instability.

While flute modes are driven unstable by field curvatu
on the weak field side~i.e., on the outside slope! of the torus
cross section, drift waves do not require field curvature
instability, and can be unstable both on the outside and in
slopes. However, on the outside slope the compression
creates the same threshold as for flute modes. For long w
length drift modes (k'rs!1) the growth rate and cros
phaseanV(k) depend on the parameter

c5
vci

ne

ki
2L

ky
3rs

2
. ~6!

In the hydrodynamic limitc!1, one finds thatanV(k)
→p/4, n(k)/n0@eVpl(k)/Te , and the growth rateg(k)
}ki

2/ne . In the adiabatic limitc@1 we haveanV(k)→0,
n(k)/n0'eVpl(k)/Te , andg(k)}ne /ki

2 . The results quoted
here are valid for a situation without a shear flow. Studies
the gravitational instability indicate that velocity she
should increase the stability threshold@18#, but reliable re-
sults do not yet exist for the curvature driven instability.

Simple torus global modes with the structu
A(r )expi(mu1nw2vt), whereu is the poloidal angle andw
the toroidal angle, will have parallel wave numberki
5n/R0 and perpendicular local wave numberk'5m/r . Here
n andm are integers. By replacingky with k' in Eq. ~6! we
find for our experimental conditions thatc'5n2/m3. Flute
modes correspond ton50 and the dominant polodial mod
number ism51 ~this is the mode that gives rise to the pe
at f 54.5 kHz in the power spectra as discussed in S
IV B !. For drift wavesn>1 and for the longest poloida
wavelengths (m51), we havec.5, which corresponds to
the adiabatic regime. For smaller wavelengths there is a t
sistion to the hydrodynamic regime.

B. Measurement of autopower and cross-power spectra

The power spectra ofE, Vpl , n, and Te measured atr
516 cm are presented in Fig. 5. All spectra exibit a peak
4.5 kHz. From earlier experiments@16,19,20# it is known
that this peak is due to flutelike, large-scale, coherent st
tures that move with the poloidal plasma rotation. At low
neutral gas pressures these structures live for several rot
periods, but for the pressure applied in these experiments
structures apparently grow due to the interchange instab
on the outside passage, but are considerably dissipated o
inside, since the spectral peak is almost absent ar
526 cm~spectra at this position are not shown here!. From
Fig. 5 it is seen that about half of the total power in t
density spectrum resides at frequencies above 6 kHz, w
the spectrum has a power law dependence on freque
^un( f )u2&} f 2h. For density fluctuations the spectral indexh
is roughly 2, and for temperature and potential they
around 3 and 4, respectively. This means that the den
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fluctuations dominate in the high frequency end of the sp
trum. On the outside we find thateṼpl /T̄e'22ñ/n̄ and
T̃e /T̄e'

2
3 ñ/n̄ for frequencies below 6 kHz. This is consiste

with the adiabatic equation of state and the linear theory
flute modes@16#. On the inside (r 526 cm) the spectral
indices in the high frequency range are roughly the same
outside, and the fluctuation levelsṼpl and ñ are of the same
order of magnitude as outside. However,T̃e is reduced by a
factor 3 compared to the outside for all frequencies. T
indicates that parallel heat conduction plays an import
role in the mode dynamics on the inside, which would be
case if drift waves (kiÞ0) are dominant here.

At r 516 cm the measured cross-phase spectra
sented in Fig. 6 take the valuesanE'aTE'p/2 and anT
'0, consistent with flute mode dynamics and adiabatic eq
tion of state. Atr 526 cm the mode phase velocities switc
sign with respect to the probe pair measuring the poloi
electric field, so if the same modes propagate on the ins
slope as on the outside slope, the cross phasesanE andaTE
should be shifted byp, while anT should remain the same
What is actually observed, however, is thatanE'p/2 re-
mains almost the same,aTE'p is shifted byp/2, andanT
'3p/2 is shifted by 3p/2 compared to the outside position
On the outside slopeanE'p/2 corresponds toanV'p,
which is typical for flute modes. On the insideanE'p/2
corresponds toanV'0 ~since the wave numberky has
changed sign!. This is characteristic for drift waves in th
adiabatic regime, and indicates that density and electric fi
fluctuations are dominated by drift waves in this region. T
relatively weakT̃e on the inside has a power spectrum pe
at 4.5 kHz, suggesting that the temperature fluctuations h
are associated with flute modes driven unstable on the
side and convected with the plasma flow~and damped! to the
inside position. Since the density and potential fluctuatio
associated with these flute modes will be quite weak,
conclude thatñ andṼpl are dominated by the drift waves an
T̃e by flute modes.

FIG. 5. Power spectra of electric field, plasma potential, dens
and electron temperature at positionr 516 cm. Arbitrary units for
each curve.
3-5
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C. Measurement of dispersion relations

This picture is confirmed by comparing the cross ph
between the plasma potential signal of two probes separ
poloidally by a distanced to the corresponding cross pha
between electron temperature signals~Fig. 7!. In the position
r 524 cm the two cross-phases are different. The cr
phasea12( f ) from the plasma potential measurement is d
termined by the potential fluctuations in drift waves, a
yields the dispersion relationk( f )5a12( f )/d for these
waves in the laboratory frame. The cross phase from
temperature measurement is determined by temperature
tuations in flute modes and depends on the dispersion c
acteristics of those modes. In the positionr 514 cm the
two cross phases are the same, indicating that the fluc
tions in Ṽpl andT̃e are both dominated by flute modes in th
outside position. The dispersion curvesk( f ) are approxi-
mately straight lines and their inverse slopes give the ph
velocities in the laboratory frame of referencevph
52p f d/a12( f ). The phase velocity of the modes atr 514
cm measured from Fig. 7 is 1.53103 m/s. For comparison
the average velocity of a coherent dipole structure~a m51
mode! measured at radiusr is 2p f pr , where f p is the peak
frequency of the power spectrum. Forf p'4 kHz and r
514 cm we find this velocity to be 1.03103 m/s. Com-
plete correspondence between these estimates should on
expected for a spectrum of linear wave modes~a sharply
defined dispersion relation!.

FIG. 6. Cross-phase spectra between density and electric
(anE), density and electron temperature (anT), and temperature and
electric field (aTE), measured atr 516 cm ~upper figure! and r
526 cm ~lower!.
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The dispersion curves forr 524 cm shows slowly
propagating (0.53103 m/s) flute modes governing th
plasma potential fluctuations and fast (2.53103 m/s) drift
waves. The flute mode velocity in this position correspon
roughly to theE3B fluid flow velocity estimated from the
measured potential profile. According to local, linear theo
for flute modes in an unsheared flow@17#, the phase velocity
in the plasma frame of reference is of order 10 m/s, so
seems to be a reasonable result. The three times higher p
velocity ~in the laboratory frame! measured atr 514 cm,
however, seems to be considerably higher than the polo
rotation velocity of the fluid at any radial position. The di
crepancy between observation and this simple theory sh
not come as a surprise, since the modes are not local, p
ably not linear, and the flow is strongly sheared.

The electron density and temperature profiles have a s
gradient just inside the density peak. The electron diam
netic velocity in this region is consistent with the high pha

ld

FIG. 7. Top: Cross-phase spectra betweenVpl andTe signals on
two probes separated poloidally by 6 mm measured atr 514 cm
~two upper curves! and r 524 cm ~two lower curves!. Bottom:
Cross coherence betweenVpl andTe measured atr 514 cm ~up-
per curve! and r 524 cm ~lower curve!.
3-6
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velocity found for the plasma potential dispersion branch
r 524 cm in Fig. 7, i.e., confirming our assumption that t
plasma potential fluctuations are dominated by drift wave
this location.

The interpretation that two branches observed ar
524 cm correspond to two different wave modes, while
r 514 cm they correspond to the same mode, is confirm
by measurements of the cross coherence between plasm
tential and electron temperature fluctuations in the two p
tions. The coherence spectra are presented in Fig. 7,
show very high coherence in the outside position~the two
signals are created by the same mode! and very low coher-
ence in the inside position~the two signals correspond t
different modes, which are essentially uncorrelated!.

Yet another evidence in support of the interpretation giv
above is obtained by the cross phase and cross coher
betweenVpl andE. If only one mode branch influencesVpl ,
we would have thatE( f )52 ik( f )Vpl( f ), the cross phase
should be 3p/2, and the coherence should be close to un
If there are two mode branches, we haveVpl5a1exp(ik1y)
1a2exp(ik2y). In the r 524 cm position,k1 corresponds to
drift waves andk2 to flute modes, and we found thatk2
'6k1. Evidence presented above indicates that the pla
potential fluctuations are dominated by drift waves, i.e.,a1
@a2 and Vpl'a1exp(ik1y). However, the electric field be
comes E52 ik1a1exp(ik1y)2ik2a2exp(ik2y), and if k1a1
;k2a2, we find that the cross phase betweenVpl andEy may
differ strongly from 3p/2, and since the electric field ca
have a substantial contribution from the flute-mode bran
the cross coherence may be substantially reduced. Th
exactly what is observed in the inside position, while on
outside we find a cross phase of 3p/2 and higher coherence

D. Flux measurements

Particle fluxes calculated according to Eq.~1! for the
probe positionsr 516 cm ~curve 1! andr 526 cm ~curve
3! are presented in Fig. 8. Fluxes are statistically avera
with 0.25 kHz frequency resolution. For frequencies in t
range 1.5–3 kHz the flux is zero within the statistical erro

FIG. 8. Statistically averaged spectra of particle flux~1! and
energy flux ~2! as determined by Eqs.~1! and ~2! at position r
516 cm. Particle flux~3! and energy flux~4! at r 526 cm.
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of measurements. It should also be noted that the coher
betweenn andE for frequencies in this interval is below 0.2
suggesting that the statistics should be improved for relia
flux measurements at these frequencies. For higher freq
cies the length of the time series is sufficient for reliab
measurements as is observed from decreasing error bars
frequencies below 1.5 kHz the fluctuations are dominated
global oscillations involving the external circuit of the di
charge. In this range the measurements ofGx( f ) are not re-
producible. The reason for this is not yet completely und
stood.

From Fig. 8 one can see that the particle flux is direc
down the gradient towards the wall on the outside as wel
the inside slopes. Atr 516 cm roughly half of the particle
flux is due to the large-scale coherent structures respons
for the spectral peak atf 54.5 kHz, and the rest is due to th
turbulent spectrum on higher frequencies. Atr 526 cm
most of the flux is due to the high frequencies. For bo
positions the cross phaseanE is unfavorable for particle
transport (a5p/2 yields vanishing flux!, so the deviation of
anE from p/2 must be measured accurately in order to
able to obtain the flux density with a reasonable accurac

Energy fluxes calculated from Eq.~2! at r 516 cm
~curve 2! andr 526 cm ~curve 4! are also presented in Fig
8. In both positions the flux is directed down the gradient a
a major fraction of the flux is associated with the large-sc
structures (f ,5 kHz). Almost all of the energy flux is due
to the second term in Eq.~2!, i.e., it depends on the cohe
ence and cross phase betweenT̃e and Ẽ. This cross-phase
aTE is close top/2 on the outside and top on the inside.
This means thataTE is unfavorable for energy transport o
the outside. On the inside this cross phase is favorable
energy transport, which makes the energy flux here so
what larger, even though the total power in the temperat
fluctuations is considerably lower than on the outside slo

The flux measurements show that the large-scale fl
mode structures play a substantial role in both particle
energy transport on the outside. On the inside only d
waves contribute to particle transport, while the coupling b
tween temperature fluctuations in flute modes and elec
field fluctuations in drift waves yields the major contributio
to the energy transport.

The time-averaged radial particle flux densities measu
at r 566 cm are^G r&'531018 m22s21. If one assumes
that this value also corresponds to the spatially averaged
dial flux density on a toroidal surface with minor radius
cm, we should have a total particle fluxF54p2R0r ^G&
'7.531018 s21. This should be compared to the total io
ization rate due to the injected primary electrons. The up
limit of this ionization rate given by the injected power
(I dis /e)(Ee /Ei)53.331019 s21. HereEe5130 V is the en-
ergy of the injected electrons andEi'24.6 eV is the ioniza-
tion energy for helium. If only a fraction of the energy of th
primary electrons is available for ionization~i.e., if most of it
ends up as radiated energy from excited atoms!, the mea-
sured particle flux is consistent with this estimate. T
plasma confinement time can be defined astp5Ne /F,
where Ne52p2R0r 2ne50.045ne'1.531016 m21 is the
3-7
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number of electrons inside the torus of minor radius 6 c
With the measured particle flux this yieldstp'2 ms.

The time-averaged radial energy flux density is measu
to be ^Qr&'2 Wm22 and the corresponding total energ
flux is 3 W. The total injected power withI dis51 A is 140
W, implying that only about 2% of this power is transport
to the wall as plasma energy. The remainder is radiated
emitted light from excited helium, consumed for ionizatio
and for heating of neutrals via ion-neutral collisions.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Measurements with the probe cluster applied here al
us to conclude that flute modes dominate all the fluctuati
on the outer slope, while drift waves seem to dominate d
sity and potential fluctuations on the inner slope, where fl
modes are stable. Weak flute modes coexist with the d
waves on the inside slope, manifested through weak t
perature fluctuations. The flute-mode spectrum exhibit
peak that is due to large-scale poloidally rotating structu
probably associated with the lowest poloidal wave num
(m51). This is the fastest growing mode according to line
theory for flute interchange instability, but if the gradient
at the threshold for this instability, it also is the only linear
unstable mode. The higher wave numbers~corresponding to
the power-law spectrum at higher frequencies! are driven
unstable nonlinearly trough a turbulent cascade.

The purpose of this paper is to describe and demons
the power of a specific probe method, which applies to co
weakly ionized, magnetized plasma. The method was app
to a particular plasma state, which was selected becau
allowed us to make some comparisons to some results f
linear stability theory for electrostatic flute modes and d
waves, and because it allowed identification of modes
longing to different dispersion branches. One should not
the impression, however, that the results obtained are un
sal for discharges in the simple torus. This type of a devic
very versatile, and even with the present experimental se
there are a number of externally set parameters that d
mine the plasma state. The most important are the disch
current regulated by the heater current through the filam
cathode, the discharge voltage determining the energy o
primary electrons and thereby the ionization rate, the neu
gas composition and pressure, and the magnetic fi
strength, which all influence the Pedersen conductivitysP
and hence the depth and shape of the potential well. I
possible to obtain states with a deep concentric potential
with closed mean-flow surfaces encircling the plasma sou
region. For these states the radial transport must be ano
lous, i.e., caused by fluctuations.

Other states are more influenced by the charge accum
d
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tion ~vertical polarization! due to the curvature and gradie
drifts, giving rise to a dipolelike potential structure. Th
convection pattern corresponding to this structure cons
of a stationary double vortex, where the flow in th
equatorial plane is directed outwards along the major rad
and hence the plasma produced in the center of the pla
column is transported to the wall by steady-state convect
These states are usually associated with very w
fluctuations.

For plasmas produced without electron injection, such
electron cyclotron resonance ionization@21#, inductive dis-
charges, or helicon discharges@22#, the potential structure
can be a positive hump. In these dicharges the situation
be quite similar to the potential well case in the sense tha
has a poloidal rotation, flute modes may be unstable,
there may be large-scale coherent structures moving with
rotating plasma.

In hot cathode discharges the state studied in this pa
can also be modified by changing the location of the cath
filament. By moving the filament a few centimeters to t
inside the fluctuation characteristics are drastically chang
The fluctuation amplitudes increase by a factor of 3 and
cross phase between the density and plasma potential is
ferent from that reported here. These changes may be re
to the observation that the electron pressure profile is fla
in particular, on the inside, and so is the potential gradi
near the wall. The high fluctuation amplitudes and the cr
phases observed suggest that the modes are no longer
to marginal stability, but so far these states are quite poo
understood.

The time series forñ, Ṽpl , T̃e , Ẽ, G̃x , and Q̃x are sta-
tionary random signals, which can be made subject to sta
tical analysis. For instance, the probability distribution fun
tions ~PDFs! of Gx(t) are non-Gaussian with fat tails. Ifñ
andẼ are Gaussian, it is easily shown thatGx has exponen-
tial tails @4#. On the inside of the torus, the tails are in fa
exponential@P(Gx);exp(2cuGxu)#, while on the outside they
are algebraic@P(Gx);uGxu2j# with the power indexj
'2.7. The PDF on the outside is consistent with a Le´vy
stable distribution, which physically implies an ove
representation of large flux events~Lévy flights!.

Results of the measurements for other plasma states
cluding more advanced statistical analysis and numer
simulations, will be published in forthcoming papers.
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